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It’s already two weeks into the semester, and already so many things have happened... The Order of Magicks has taken roost in the lands of Highlands, and a certain individual of Dilanese descent has been sighted within the realms of Castle Carlos. President Gibbs arrived on the scene, but could not do anything because his car was full. Meanwhile, thousands of miles away, a lonely Bears fan had to face his worst fears while stranded on a lost island. A large crop of 4th Dougians have harvested their way out of here, to lands of Free Dental, to train-filled regions, to places where ChemE is the battle cry. But out there in the lagoons of Duncan’s rock, there lies hope for the People of the Redwood.

In Brief
✤ Religious Practices in Wisconsin Rule #1: Never wear your Bears Jersey to mass.
✤ CharizardHouse is now the official game of Apartment 301. All cellos be advised.
✤ Magical Incantation of the Week: “Josh Busch.” Causes a Matt Busch to appear out of thin air.
✤ Never give a Jeff a death beam. Bad things will happen.
✤ The Great Gibbs Migration is complete. Gibbs, along with Gibbs’ beer, Gibbs’ speakers, Gibbs’ Gibbs, and Gibbs have all migrated their way over to the Land of Masey.
✤ Fieebs.
✤ Mammoth Archaeologists have officially rediscovered Da Bryan Cave.
✤ Windows 8 is now (sort of) here! It features this great huge button on the splash screen. It reads, “Uninstall Everything”
✤ Don’t worry guys, I don’t think Dyle is allergic to Mercury Vapor.
✤ Secretary Ben has ordered the installation of palm print readers on all entrances into Ben Zhang Pass. All deer are required to register a hoof of choice.

Notable Quotes
✤ “Frisbee is at 5 right? [momentary pause] Yeah, I can’t make it” —Andrew Hainen
✤ “Well, just dropped Carlos off at daycare. I had some work to do, so didn’t have time to watch him all night.” —Dr. Salmon Unicorn M.D.
✤ “How’s Gray’s anatomy going?” —Asaah

Sightings This Week
✤ Gimpy Deer (+3 pts) -- a common sight. “Run Bambi, go back to the woods!”
✤ WoodChuck (+10 pts) -- an elusive critter who hides from hurricanes.
✤ Mr. Monday (+10 pts on Mondays, +5 all other days) Rock Smash!
✤ Kenny (+35 pts, x2 factor if beaten) make sure you give him a shove.
✤ Snotty Kid (+50 pts.) We’re not sure if he still goes here, but w/e.
✤ Fornaess (+60 pts., x3 bonus if seen Napping like Fornaess)
✤ Fiebs (+250 pts.) If you land this puppy, it’s basically gg.
✤ Bob (-50 pts.) Bad! Avoid at all costs!
  Additional Note: If you don’t find him, he will find you.

Site Selected for Baits East

Why is the parking lot shut down, you ask? Well, obviously, they are making way for the most exciting res hall development in years. Baits East! Taking the award winning res hall of 2011, taking it apart, and moving it to this exciting new location, the engineers of Baits East (Code-named Beast) have really outdone themselves. Featuring 30 stories of quaint Baits living, and stunning views of the rickety co-op buildings, Baits East features a little for everyone. As Chief Architect Sir Jason of Hainen said, “Baits East will allow residents to boldly go where no Baits folks have gone before”

A taste of some exciting new features:

The It’s Jon! Café

Finally, an eatery featuring Jon, and the world-famous It’s Jon! Potato Chips. Stop by here after class to come hang out with Jon and learn Jon’s wisdom of the Jon’s new book, It’s Jon!’s Starcraft Builds. (easily-recognizable builds that will make you say “It’s Jon!”) And don’t forget the infectious It’s Jon!’s Cooking, available with 7 zesty It’s Jon!’s Flavorings. Also be sure to get an autograph from Alex Cheng: the man, the myth, the legend. For more info, call 1-800-ITS-JON!

Official Matt Nawrocki® Merchandise Outlet

Fear not, oh fandom of Matthew J. Nawrocki. Your fervent hunger for official Matt Nawrocki® apparel and Matt Nawrocki® literature and Matt Nawrocki® souvenir mugs is about to be satisfied! Only in Baits East will you find 4 entire floors filled with your favorite Matt Nawrocki® gear. Additionally, customers are invited to join Club Matt Nawrocki, where you will get access to the upscale lounge designed by Matt Nawrocki® himself (Actually it was by some art student that will go unnamed but that’s okay).

But wait, there’s more! Spend $200 or more on a single visit and you will get further access into the World of Matt Nawrocki®. Perks such as Membership into Matt Nawrocki®’s Minecraft Server and Matt Nawrocki®’s Arizona Vacation Package are only the beginning!

Matt Nawrocki® is a licensed trademark of the Andrew Hainen Corporation. Any use of Matt Nawrocki®’s name without express, written consent by the Andrew Hainen Corporation shall be met with legal action. The Andrew Hainen Corporation in no way wishes for Matt Nawrocki® to become a symbol for the Cactus Liberation Movement. Please speak to representatives of the Andrew Hainen Corporation before using the Matt Nawrocki® brand name.

The McMasters Gym

A place so over-engineered that even if you were to suddenly nap like Fornaess while lifting several hundred pounds of weights, no “unfortunate gym accidents” can possibly occur. President Gibbs himself declared that, “the gym is 100% moose-proof, brah. I riveted it together myself. What did you think I was gonna do with all those [ba-cons]?” Robert Forsyth was named Chief Aerodynamics Engineer in the project. When asked as to how he was awarded the contract, he blankly stated, “I am not a crook.”

**Joe’s Sandwich Shop**
A shop full of sandwiches. And you can pay extra to have it made by Joe! (Disclaimer: Your sandwich may need a backlight to operate) In addition, be sure to order the NICK!!!!!!! special. (Our service staff has been specially instructed to scream NICK!!!!!! to the kitchen every time one is ordered). Also offered is the “...Tom... Supreme,” although nobody knows what’s in it, and anyone named Duncan is explicitly banned from ordering it.

**J.P.’s Procrastination Station**
Oh my God! A place for all your last-minute needs. When you finish with this place, you’ll feel like the world loves you! Key amenities:

- A Guha! Support Line. GU-HA!
- Free Red Bull in the Basking in Harold’s Aura Arena.
- World of Warcraft leveling bonuses available to further encourage procrastination.
- Seven TVs devoted 24 hours-a-day to Gary, Anand, and “The Professor.”
- 33½ different varieties of Eurodance at your fingertips.
- Jumbo-Tron featuring everyone’s favorite “Hippo” video.
- “Brisk” 85-degree environment
- McDonald’s, the preferred meal of the station’s namesake.

Reservations are required. Preference given to last-minute bookings. Chicago Bears Fans are not allowed within the bar area.

**Oh Man! Free Dental!**
Next door to Parkour Park, you will find the soothing, relaxed atmosphere of ManKharia D.D.S. Relax in the world-famous legless waiting room chairs. Bask in the cool mist of the giant ice sculpture of Fiebs. Ignore the homeless art student chained to that rotting wildebeest carcass. Ah, the feel of free dental. Few things taste so good. Except driving through Taco Bell with Tom. I digress. Come to the free dental clinic at Baits, and you will never excavate dinosaur bones again.

**Becker’s House of Laundry**
NIIIIIIICK!!!!!!!’s Laundry! EXTREME!!!!!!! Fear is the mind killer, Paul is the Dyle killer, but laundry is the Nick killer. (“I miss you Nick!” -Paul) Down in the not-yet-built dungeons of Baits East, you will find no fewer than 5 dozen 800lb Pig-powered laundry machines, all aerodynamic of course. Also, view screens of Shaymala are powered up near every change dispenser, so you can practice killing Nick with thunderbolts. wa wa wa!

**Other Amenities and Attractions:**
Beast Mode Obstacle Course
Bessie Support Services
Bears Believer Chapel (“For Rexy”)
Ben Zhang Pass II
Basset Hound Technologies Lab
Bro Brothers’ Planet Metal
Bussing to the nearby Ann Arbor Truck Stop @ Willowtree

*Issue 58, 4th Edition, 9/18/11*
Cedar Point De-In Brief-ing
✧ There are few things in this world that measure up to Iron Dragon’s second lift hill.
✧ Disaster Transport, officially Jeff’s favorite ride.
✧ Several Nonchalant people were sighted in the vicinity of Magnum. All security attack hounds, be advised.
✧ Ocean Motion just received several awards from the Russian Federation of Thrill Seekers. Unfortunately, they are all in Russian and I have no idea what they mean.
✧ Fiebs was with us in spirit on Millennium Force. Faster! Faster!
✧ Robert Forsyth would like to correct that Fiebs was actually with us in spirit on Gemini. Blue train pulled it out on the might of Fiebs’ psychic energies. (And John Denver’s)
✧ Gold bin rules!
✧ I wish to discount any rumors regarding the coincidence of avid Mean Streak-ists all getting sick the next day.
✧ Confirmed: No wombats of mass destruction were found on-site.
✧ Iron Dragon color scheme. So pro. So dragon.
✧ Robert’s been mistreated, guys. And cheated. He’s going back to West Virginia.

That concludes today’s entry into this most noble of wooly literature.
May ye cave stay warm and dry!